Within an easy five-minute walk of Technology may be found the most exclusive and complete Men's Clothing Department in Boston. We cater to the man whose taste calls for distinctive clothes and who appreciates quality and value in materials and styles. Yet our prices are all as reasonable as the standard which we maintain allows.

A good many Tech men are among our regular customers and we trust that this year will find many more, as we feel sure that everything purchased of us will give full satisfaction.

Suits - - - $25 upwards  
Overcoats - - 25 " 
Ulsters - - 25 " 
Custom Made Clothes 45 "

202 Boylston Street

HARE AND HOUNDS CLUB RUNS AT HYDE PARK

Large Squad Covers Six Miles In Good Style--Tech Course Wednesday.

Last Saturday the Hare and Hounds Club ran at Hyde Park, and despite the somewhat unpleasant weather, over a score turned out and were rewarded by a good run. The number of Freshmen out for this kind of work is surprisingly low in comparison to the other years. The men were grouped into two squads, one fast and one slow. The Hares, R. F. Pollard and L. E. Best '15, had a start of five minutes on the slow squad and a start of ten on the faster men. The course followed was not the same as last year but started with a rather trying hill and then branched off across fields for a good two miles. From this point on there was a constant climbing from rolling country to short stretches of road and the finish was down a part of the same hill which featured the start. Although there was a slight increase of pace at the end it could hardly be called a race. In the slow squad M. C. Brock '17 finished first, while A. F. Peaslee '14 led at the finish of the second squad.

The first men of the second squad caught up to the last man of the first squad, thus almost making up the five minutes handicap.


Today cross-country practice will be at the Field. Wednesday there will be trip over the regular Tech course, leaving Back Bay at about four o'clock. Next Saturday the Hare and Hounds Club will run at Medford.

McMORROW
College Shoes for College Men
238 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

There are a hundred or more varieties beckoning to you from every smoke shop but there is only one that is "Distinctively Individual" the purest and best of tobaccos—delightful flavor—mild and satisfying! Your college chum.

20 for 15¢

Fatima

The one best fountain pen for you—ASK YOUR DEALER WHY?

For sale at all college bookstores and dealers. Descriptive literature and price list mailled on request.